
SEPARATION ANXIETY

There are a huge number of signs that can be associated with separation anxiety, and your pet
may exhibit some or many of these in any combination.  Separation anxiety effects all companion
animals.   It  has  a  genetic  component  as  well  as  developmental  and   environmental  and  is
especially a problem in animals that have been taken from their mother and siblings too early and
not socialised with other animals of the same species to learn specific behaviours.  Unfortunately
often these animals do have brain physiology problems and are effected life long.  Separation
anxiety can also occur suddenly after a pet suffers a severe trauma, for example a car accident,
dog attack, or a branch crashing through the window.  Separation anxiety is usually due to a lack of
resilience and an over attachment to one individual.  (Resilience is learning to satisfy ones own
needs and/or coping when those needs are not met.)   There is no specific test for separation
anxiety as the area of the brain involved can not be accessed or assessed.   

Signs of separation include:
• vocalising when alone
• vocalising at your departure
• vocalising after your departure
• pacing
• house soiling - defaecation (may be involuntary)
• house soiling - urination (may be involuntary)
• drooling
• vomiting
• destruction – of owners belongings
• destruction of property is attempts to get in or out of house or room
• escaping and sitting on front step
• escaping and seeking contact with other people
• not eating while alone
• not drinking while alone
• not toileting while alone
• hiding
• not grooming
• extreme and extended greeting displays
• distress at imminent departures
• aggressive behaviour to prevent owner leaving
• injuries to teeth, face, feet due to escape attempts
• hypervigilant animal – always watching owner
• animal follows owner everywhere at home
• spraying
• feather plucking

Often video footage will need to be taken to see exactly what your pet is doing before a treatment
plan  can  be  formulated.   As  the  signs  are  wide  and  varied  so  to  are  the treatment  options.
Nothing works quickly.



THE MOST IMPORTANT POINT TO REMEMBER:   THESE PETS HAVE MENTAL HEALTH
PROBLEMS; SUCH PROBLEMS CANNOT BE CURED ONLY MANAGED!

Treatment is multi-directional: environmental, behavioural and medical.  We focus on dealing with
the emotions that your pet is feeling because this triggers the behaviours that they exhibited.  

• Environmental management focuses on preventing the cause of the anxiety, which in most
cases  is  separation  from  the  “attachment”  individual.   This  usually  means  providing
company for your pet that prevents the anxiety.  This may be another pet, another person
or both, doggy daycare for example or a friend who can have your pet when you can't be
with them.  We also need to create a safe haven for your pet, a place they can go when
they feel afraid or  lonely or  just  need time-out.   Having some of  the attached persons
clothing in this area is essential.  Do not be alarmed if your dog chews this or even destroys
it because that is your dogs way of being close to you.  Chewing/mouthing objects brings
them joy!

• Behavioural  management focuses on relaxation. An example of  this is the “SIT, LOOK,
STAY” game.  Have your dog sit, reward them with a treat.  Make sure the dog is looking at
you, give them a treat and have the dog stay as they are, give them a treat.  And repeat,
and repeat and keep repeating until you dog gets so used to this game that he relaxes and
decides to lie down and look at you for his treat. This is a sign that your dog has relaxed!
This is now a routine for your dog.  He knows what is going on and is happy with it.  This
may take many days or weeks to graduate from, DO NOT BE IN A HURRY!  Once you
have established this relaxation then you can try leaving your pet.  Start extremely slowly,
once your dog is relaxed, leave it for a few seconds.  Once your dog can maintain that
calm relaxed attitude whilst alone for that few seconds you can SLOWLY increase the time
away.  It may take  many months before you can leave your dog for hours without the
anxiety being a problem.  Clear communication is essential with anxious pets, they only
understand  “black  and  white”  actions  and  rules  so  patterns  must  be  regimented  with
everyone in the house following the same set of rules and steps.

• Medical management: 
1. Daily anxiolytics purely to reduce the level of anxiety.  These are slow acting and

there are a number of options so choosing the right one first up is not a guarantee!
2. Situational medications are to help when the situation that causes the anxiety can

not be avoided, for example, the dog may have to be left alone for some reason.
3. Environmental medications to help the pet settle, for example pheromones. These

are hormones which your pet can detect but you can not and they convey to your
pet a feeling of familiarity and territory which can be extremely calming to a pet.

4. Dietary support  to  provide antioxidants and essential  fatty acids which can help
reduce the effects of anxiety within the body.


